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Today’s Discussion 

• Temperature Dependence of carrier 
concentration 

• Compensation and Space Charge Neutrality 

• Semiconductor out of equilibrium 

• Conductivity 

• Mobility 
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Intrinsic concentration 





Thermal Generation of Carriers 
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Charge neutrality 

Complete ionization 

In the course we will normally consider complete ionization 



Donor and Acceptor dopants balance each other out 
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Experimental measurements show that the bandgaps 

of most semiconductors decrease with increasing 

temperature.  This can be described with an empirical 

relation [ C.D. Thurmond, 1975 ] 

 

𝑬𝒈 𝑻 = 𝑬𝒈 𝟎 −
𝜶 𝑻𝟐

𝑻 + 𝜷
 



Materials out of Equilibrium 

Until now we have considered materials in 

equilibrium. 

 

Let’s apply an electric field.  At first we will not 

worry about the detailed physics but focus on 

macroscopic properties. 

 

A material can be characterized electrically 

using its conductivity or its resistivity.   



Conductivity and Resistivity 

• A current density is induced in the material by 
applying an Electric Field 

Force on electron 



Conductivity and Resistivity 

• We can measure the resistivity, but how do we 
relate it to the physics of motion of electrons? 

 

• We have said that through the introduction of 
the band structure we have created a model 
for a new equivalent “free space” where the 
“quasi-particles” electrons and holes follow a 

new energy-momentum law 𝐸 𝑘 . 

• But inside a solid we also need to consider the 
collisions (scatterings) experienced by particles. 



Scattering 

• What kind of collision events scatter the 
particles? 

• The most important ones are: 

– Vibrations of crystal atoms (phonons) 

 scattering increases with temperature 

– Ionized impurity scattering (Coulomb interaction) 

 scattering increases with carrier concentration 

– Electron-electron interaction (Coulomb interaction) 

  scattering increases with doping concentration 



Electrons in crystal in equilibrium 

• Electrons behave like a “gas” and obey the 
Boltzmann distribution at a specific 
temperature (this is our initial condition) 

 

   

thermal velocity 

Average kinetic energy 



𝑣𝑡ℎ in Si at 300K for electrons 

• This can be interpreted as the root-mean-square 
of the total speed in 3D.    

 

   

conductivity mass 



Scattering 

• For a given field there is going to be a random 
distribution of “times between collisions” and a 
corresponding “mean free path”. 

 

 

 

 

   

Intel (2005) 



Velocity distribution in equilibrium 

𝑘𝑥 

𝑘𝑦 Symmetric distribution, 

no net current 

(no field applied) 



Electron drift under a field 

• The individual path of the electron is apparently 
chaotic, but it will tend to “drift” on the average 
in the direction opposite to the field. 

   
scattering event 



Energy balance 

• The applied field tries to direct and accelerate 
the individual velocities along a given direction, 
thus increasing the energy of the system. 

– Scattering randomizes the direction of individual 
electron velocities. 

– Phonon scattering exchanges energy between gas of 
electrons and vibrating lattice atoms. 

– Scattering with ionized impurities only changes 
directions, does not exchange energy.  

– Electron-electron interaction redistributes energy 
among electrons (important in contact regions). 

 

   



Simple model for momentum scattering loss 

𝑛 electrons 

∆𝑡 

scatter 

do not scatter 

𝑡 𝑡 + ∆𝑡 

Assumptions:  𝜏𝑐 is constant for all energies;  momentum 

increase due to field is all lost in a collision (Drude model) so 

that particle relaxes to thermal equilibrium conditions 



Simple model for momentum scattering loss 

Assumptions:  𝜏𝑐 is constant for all energies;  momentum 

increase due to field is all lost in a collision (Drude model) so 

that particle relaxes to thermal equilibrium conditions 

𝒕)  𝑛 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 

∆𝑛 =
∆𝑡

𝜏𝑐
𝑛 

# of particles that 

scatter and thermalize 

𝒕 + ∆𝒕)  𝑛 − ∆𝑛 

# of particles that have 

acquired momentum 



Steady-state condition 

• In steady state a specific current density is 
established for a given electric field. 

• Thus, the net acceleration of electrons due to 
the field produces an increase of the average 
momentum which has to be balanced out by 
the deceleration due to the collisions. 

𝑘𝑥 

𝑘𝑦 

𝑘𝑥 

𝑘𝑦 

The electron velocity 

distribution is slightly 

shifted following the 

field direction. 



Momentum change 

• Rate of change of momentum due to Field 

• Rate of change of momentum due to scattering 

Consider a group of n electrons 



Steady-state = constant current 

Average momentum 

per electron 

Similarly for holes Drift velocity 



Define Drift Current Density 

+ – 

𝑰 

J = Charge per unit time per unit area 



Mobility 

units 



Low Field Mobility 

𝜇 is the slope of the curve at E=0 and is usually called low-field mobility 




